ORCS Web Featured Prominently in
Inaugural Microsoft Web Hosting
Interview Series
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CHARLOTTE, N.C., Jan. 15 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — The importance of ORCS Web
to the Microsoft web hosting community was underscored today as the company
announced it had received top billing in Microsoft’s new Web Hosting
Interview series. Representatives from ORCS Web, listed as “one of the most
experienced Microsoft Platform hosting companies in business,” offered their
insights into web hosting in the Windows world.
Among the key points made by ORCS Web in the interview were:
* Focusing only on Microsoft technologies has both increased the depth of
technical expertise on the team, as well as enabled an outstanding
relationship with Microsoft support personnel.
* Working with a single operating system vendor provides a level of
predictability and continuity that is infeasible in the diffuse community of
Linux/UNIX vendors.
* The reliability of Microsoft’s server products has been outstanding,
despite impressions from years past.
* The ability to work with Microsoft in the early stages of new technologies
such as IIS7 and SQL Server 2008 has given ORCS Web the ability to offer its
clients access to new releases on Day One, ensuring new product support that
is both cutting-edge and well tested.
“ORCS Web’s working relationship with Microsoft enables us to serve our
shared, virtual, and dedicated plan clients with the highest level of
technical expertise and timeliness in the business,” said Brad Kingsley, CEO.
“We are pleased to be a key participant in Microsoft’s Web Hosting Interviews
site, and look forward to nurturing the synergies that the two companies
have, to provide superior service to our mutual customers.”
To learn more about ORCS Web, visit www.ORCSWeb.com.
About ORCS Web
ORCS Web is a Charlotte-based web hosting firm that has provided managed
hosting solutions since 1996 for clients in more than 70 countries who
develop and deploy their applications on Microsoft Windows platforms.
Services include shared hosting, dedicated hosting, and webfarm hosting, with
specialty in ASP.NET, SQL Server, and architecting highly scalable solutions.
ORCS Web’s dedication to being Number One in customer service offers an
Unrivaled Windows Web Hosting Experience. ORCS Web is a Gold Certified

Microsoft Partner.
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